Adjustable Mobile Barrier
- Mobile protection from fluoroscopy radiation
- Barrier shield adjusts from 24" to 48"
- Protection: .50mm
- For personal or patient protection
- Fabricated .50mm lead protective vinyl
- Mounted sturdy chrome welded 24" wide frame
- Rolls easily on four (4) conductive casters

Model: AMB2311

Adjustable Mobile Shield
- Mobile protection from fluoroscopy radiation
- Three (3) shield sizes: 24" x 24", 24"x 36" & 24" x 48"
- Adjust height from 36" to 60"
- Protection: .50mm
- For personal or patient protection
- Fabricated .50mm lead protective vinyl
- Rolls easily on sturdy wheel base

Model: MS2424-A

Personal Mobile Leaded Barrier
- Mobile protection from fluoroscopy radiation
- Full body protection for interventional or surgical personnel
- Protection for observing personnel
- Overall size 75” h x 30” w
- Clear leaded window panel 24”h x 30”w
- Leaded opaque body
- Rolls easily on rugged locking wheels

Model: XRMB2430

NucMed Mobile Leaded Barrier
- Mobile protection from fluoroscopy radiation
- Wider protection to shield from patient-emitting radiation
- Protection for nuclear medicine personnel
- Overall Size 61” h x 36” w
- Clear leaded window panel 24”h x 36”w
- Leaded opaque body
- Rolls easily on rugged locking wheels

Model: XRMB2436

Full Mobile Leaded Barrier
- Mobile protection from fluoroscopy radiation
- Full body protection for interventional or surgical personnel
- Protection for observing personnel
- Overall size 75”h x 30”w
- Clear leaded window panel 60”h x 30”w
- Leaded opaque body
- Rolls easily on rugged locking wheels

Model: XRMB3060

UltraDeluxe Leaded Barrier
- Mobile protection from fluoroscopy radiation
- Full body protection for interventional or surgical personnel
- Protection for observing personnel
- Overall Size 75”h x 48”w
- Clear leaded window panel 36”h x 48”w
- Leaded opaque body
- Rolls easily on rugged locking wheels

Model: XRMB3648

UltraMax Mobile Leaded Barrier
- Mobile Protection from Fluoroscopy Radiation
- Full Body Protection For Interventional or Surgical Personnel
- Protection for Observing Personnel
- Overall Size 75” h x 72” w
- Clear Leded Window Panel 36”h x 72”w
- Leaded Opaque Body
- Rolls Easily on Rugged Locking Wheels

Model: XRMB3672
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Davis Lead Aprons
4560 West 34th Street, Suite C
Houston, TX 77092
Toll Free: 1-800-483-3979
Phone: 713-681-6561
Fax: 713-680-9992
www.davisleadaprons.com
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